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To give a proper definition of the complexity of very general colmputational problems such as 
optimization problems over arbitrary independence s;&18t.ms or fxed-point problems for con- 
tinuous functions, it is useful to consider the input for these problems &S “oracles” R which can 
be called by the algorithms for some values x E X and which then give back some information 
R(x) about x, e.g. whether x belongs to the independence system or the point into which x is 
mapped bje the continuous functiofi. A lower bound on tb: complexity of an algorithm using an 
oracle R i:; the numbe; of calls on R in the worsL case. Using this technique it is shown that 
there is no polynomial approximative algorithm for the maximization or minimizaticn problem 
over a general independence system which has a better worst-case behaviour than the greedy 
algorithm. Moreover several formalizations of the problem of approximating a fixed point of a 
continuous function are considered, and it is shown that none of these problems can be sotvcd 
by a bounded algorithm. 
One main topic in the theory of computational complexity il;; the search of tight 
lower bounds on the complexity of various classes of combin;l.torial problems. In 
fact one of the hardest and most important questions in this field, the question 
whether the ct~ses B and NP of problems solvable: by polyn,omial deterministic 
resp. non-deterministic Turing machines are identical, could be answered in the 
negative form if one could pro_;e an exponential lower bound for the complexity 
oE one of the so-called W-complete prot!ftms (e.g. travelling salesman problem, 
vertex packin 2 problem, knapsack problem). These NF-cclmplete problems typi- 
cally are rather ‘4narrow”, well defined classes of problerrs. One consequence of 
the narrown&ss of these problems is that th :ir input can ‘02 specified in a natural 
“compact” form the length of which is a pc4ynomia.l of some significant number 
characterizing the “dimension” of the pr&lem. E,.g. the input for the vertex 
packing problem is a graph which can be canonically encoded by a string of length 
O(n2) where n ES the number of vertices of tqe graph. Therefore it makes sense to 
define the complexity of such a problem as a fur.ztion of the input length. 
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WWe this is an advitntage of tbe narrowness of these problems, on the other 
the narrowness m&es the sg,:tirch of tight lower bounds extremely di@cult 
lit is very hrdrd to construct pathological examples. 
Xn t% paper we cronsilIer more general &sses of problems, For th.ese classes of 
problems it is ea@er to derive I&X ,bovnds< p,n the complexity but it is not SO 
obvicus how to &fine thle mrnplexi ty *as a functiou of the input length because the 
input cann& be given in1 a aobmpat t Eoxm. 
Let us consider e.g. the problem of finding a set of maximum< cardinality in a 
iven system of subsets +’ of a. finite baGs set t. The input for th?is problem is thle 
biasis et E which can easily Ibe codified and the system of subsets 6. -4 natural 
encoding of / is a list containing all sets in f. But in general this list will be very 
long, so the trivial heuristic of enumerating all the se,;s in # will require a time 
which is Iinear in *the input length but in general exponential in the cardinality of 
E which is a more ‘*si@ficant” standard of this problem, 
Since usually for a pa&ular inst&ce of such a very general problem the input 
, p is given in a special implicit form it is not medningful to define the encoding of 
the input and the ccxmplexity of the problem in the above wa;r. Therefore we 
consider the part of theinput which ~canmot easily be encoded as an or&e R or as 
a subroutine rslvhicls an ble called lqr the algorithm (the main program) for some 
argument an3 which then gives the allgorithm some specified information y = K(x) 
about the ingut. 
Formally we cou.d define an oracle as a mapping .R : X-+ Y and an algorithm 
using an ora&e as tt mod%cation of a Turing machine with a distinguished tape, 
the query tape, anti a distinguished state, the query state, such that the elements 
of X U Y are allowable strings for the: query tape. ff x is the current string on the 
query tape a.ld the machine is in th6 query state, then in the next step the query 
tape contains the: string R(x), One drawback of this definition is :.he fact that the 
Turing machine is the app:r,opriate ool for discrete problems on2y. Since this 
discreteness i:;by no means important for our technique, we gave another, more 
formalized defu&ion of oracle algorithms in [7]. 
In this pap:’ we do not use such 3 formal definition but prefer to think of an 
oracle R as a subriy:ltine Iwhich is a I;ind of input for the algorithm A. 
For example the sl’stem of suEsets 1‘ of the above example could be gillren to the 
algorithm as zn oracle R, WIG;% ;:an be calltzd for any subset F z E and which 
outputs whether FE { or not, i.e. 
R,(F) = 
Y:ZS, if .FE ,!, 
NO, otlnen”xise. 
For anothe% example let us NJnoider problems where the input is an arbitrary 
A t-irgicad oracle 4 for f would accept as input any 
our:1 rut (X) = f(x). 
epends m-t the partic 
feral iind is irrelevant to the general algorithm (the main 
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piogram>. A lower ‘;>ound on the complexity of an algorithm that uses some part 
of the input in form of an oracle is now given by the nwnber of calls on thle oracle. 
The idea of splitting the input of a general pro,>lem iI:to one part that can easily 
be encoded and k&o another part which is given in form qf an oracle is not new, 
The concept of Turing machines with oracles wa;; first introduced in the theory of 
recursive functions [9]* In his basic paper [2], Cook applied this cok:cept to the 
theory of computational complexity. He defin:s “query machines” in a way 
similar to our formal description above, but wi!E the difference that the outcome 
r.Jf the oracle will be indicated by two additional states of the finite-state control 
unit, the “yes state” and the “no state” whereas in our case the set of states of the 
Turing machine does not have to be enlarged and the output of the rjracle is 
written on the query tape itself. This definition 211 ows us a more flexible use of the 
oracle especially in the second part of this pare::.. 
A special case of an oracle algorithm is a L, \r +V search algorithm (cf. Dlobkin [4]), 
which basically consists of only three different inlctructions: a conditional branch- 
ing statement, an acceptance statement, and a rejection statement. The evaluation 
of the branching condition which in general is a well defined function is equib alent 
to the call of the oracle. Since almost all general heuristic or approximative 
algorithms for combinatorial optimization proble:ms have a tree search structure 
we may conclude that the following statements o;> oracle algorithms cover a wide 
range of really applicable algorithms. 
Other references are Baker, Gill, Solovay [ 11, Dobkin [4, S], Nemhauser, 
Wolsey [lo], Rabin [l 11, Schnorr [ 131. 
2. Oracle algh&ms for independence systems 
Let E be any finite set with cardinality n. Without loss of generality WC: can 
assume E ={l, 2,. . . , n}. Let f’ be a nonvoid system of subsets with the following 
monotonicity property: Fc, G E +‘+k FE +‘. Then (E, +‘) is called an independence 
system, the sets FE f are called independent. 
Let c l E-,R+ be any weigh function, then the problem 
c(F) := c c(e) = Max! 
eeF 
subject to FE #’ 
(11 
is called the maximization probltm ouer an independeme system Many wd- 
known combinatorial optimization problems are of this type. The input fol- the 
general problem (1) consists of the cardinality n and the weight function c which 
can easily be encoded, and of the system #‘. Since in general the carc?inalit:i 01’ { i\ 
ntial in n, we assume that f ven as an axle acccpt4 (1~ i npl1 t
see S c I!3 and yic ing to wh~:thcr or not .5 
is a set in {. 
Mere ir (S) :== min (iFI IF maxirnall with IF c S, FE p) is the lower tmzk of S and 
ur(S):= max {[fi 1 I; -maximal witlh F c S9 FE f} is the upper rank of S. A matroid 
is an independetrice system with the additional property that for all SE E: 
ur (S) = k(S) which yields by the result of Theorem 2.1 the optimality of the 
greedy algorithm on matruids. 
The folkwing theorem shows that this lower bound is the best wor’st-case 
behaviour that xzur be achieved by any polynomial a gorithmi for the probiem (1) 
accepting an oracks RI as input. In particular this im#es that among all possible 
tree search dgcdhrns for general independence systizms the greedy has the best 
worst case behxviour. 
Theorem 2J. Let A be an al:pnthm far problem (1) that accepts as an i: put a 
cardinality n, a weight fkzc$io4vd c and an oracle R, and that-for any p oblem 
instance (n, c, f) where (E, f) is nof a matroid-yields a solutim A(n, c, f’) E { with 
cMb, G ff) > mjn h= (9 
P-v -- 
c(6kd(n, c, 4)) .sE ur (5) (2) 
where M(n, c, f) iq art opimal st Won of (1 j. Then there is an instance (n, c, f’) of 
problem (1) such the f A requires 0(2n-o(nl) calls on its oracle, 
.et A be suc 1 an algorithm. We will show that, for some problem instance 
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fn, c, f), A must call its oracle at least ( bniJ ) - 11 time:;, This proves Ihe theorem 
because an easy application of SWng’s formula yields (A) &T/P) 9 2”-ocn’ for 
any even .n, Suppose that A SalIs its oracle at most ( L$.,) -2 tirles for any 
&i&tti@.e 6% c, f). Then let n 2 4 be any integer, r;y1 : = [n/2J, c the constant weight 
.func&n c(e) = 1, e E E, and let RI : 2= -+ {YES, NO} be the following oracle: 
(YES, if ISI< in, 
‘(‘) ‘= INO, otherwise. (3) 
Now consider the performance sf A when applied to the input (11, c. R). Let 
S*, SZ!, 
l l l 9 S (3-l be the first (:J - 1 sets for which A calls its oracle. If A calls it 
only t s (G)- 2 times then A must terminate after a finite number of steps and 
yield some set S as output. In this case let Si :=r S for r+ l<i<(z)-- 1. Since E 
has (cl subsets of cardinality lm, there exists a subset S, G E with 1 Sol = m which is 
different from S,, . . . , S13+ Now let 
{,:={FcZIF=S, or IFICm}. (4) 
Obviously, (E, fo) is an independent system but not a matroid. Let R,, be an 
oracle for PO, i.e. 
R (9 =I { YES9 if s E fo, fu 
NO, otherwise. 
Since Si Z So, 1 s i s (i,) - 1, it is easy to see that A applied to the input (n, c, R,,,) 
proceeds in exactly the same way as when applied to (n, C, R). But by the 
assumption for A, A applied to (n, c, R,J calls its oracle only r d (i) - 2 times. 
Hence by our delinition of the Si, A yields the output A (n, c, fo) = S,,. 1 # S,,. The 
outpL:t A(n, c, #‘J must be a set in fO, hence IA(n, c, +‘J < m whereas the optimal 
solution of the problem instance (n, c:, p0) is A/i@, c, PO) = S,, with c(S,,) = IS,,i = m. 
It follows 
cMn,c,f,)) w-1 . h(S) -- 
c(W% c, fo)) ~-=!$ ur (S) m 
But this is a cou;radiction to (2). I 
We can strengthen the assertion of Theorem ‘2.,_ ‘) if we let the algorithm .A USC 
oracles which can do more than simply decide whether a subset is indepcr:dcn;. 
For any independence system r.E, f), one can introduce the concept of basi:s and 
circuits. A basis of (E, {) is a maximal set in f <maximal with respect to the set 
theoretical inclusion), a circuit of (E, j) is a minimal set in {E\F / FE !}. Let .:S 
designate the system of all bases and 9 the system of all ck:uits cf (E. { 1. 
Moreover, many optimii:ation algorithms- at least implicitly-m.2ke us 2 of the 
adjacency structure of the polyhedron P(E, #) which Is the con xx hu ,I of the 
incidence vectors x F of the subsets FE Pp. One could hope tbs. if or cm hi a 
23. ?%eotem 2.2 is still vtiilid’ if the oracle R, is- replaced by RI. 
Proof, We h;tive only to modify tdre proof of Theorem 2.2. In particula:r we 
:replace the orac1.e R defined in (3) by an oracle R': 2e x 2E x {INDEPEND~KE, 
BASIS, CIRCUIT, ADJ %CENm+{YES, NO} defined as 
R’CS, T, ItiEFEhVENCE) c- ?cEse ISI < m, 
R’(S, T, BASIS) =YE!S~=S~S~=m-l, 
R’(S, T, CIRCUIT) = YEs# = m, 
(3’) 
R’(S, T ADJACENCY) -YEW(ISATI= 1, ISl<m, ITl<rn 
or lSATl=2, ~S~=~T~=m--1). 
He-e SAT denotes the symmetric difference (S\T)U (nS) of S and T, Let 
(Si,Ti,d,)for lGiGki= [(lt,)/nj - 1 be the fist k, triples (if there are so manjr) for 
which A calls it oracle when applied to the input (n, c, R’:). As ( &) 2 
~(y-otnb b, we have &o k Z= 0(2n-0tn)). pot 1 G i 6 k let 
Si, if di E {JNDEPENDENCR, BASIS, CIRCUIT} 
Si U T, if di = s,‘bDJACENCYy fSiA’&I = 29 lSil= ITI = m - 3 
Siy if di “= AD IACENCY, ISi I= m, I ‘& I = m - 1 
S;:= T, if di=zADJACENCYp lTl=rn, (Sil=m-1 
output A (n.. C, X’), if A calls the oracle R’ less than 
i timfl 
p, 0thWYise: 
’ loreover for any i such that di “- BASIS and iSi/ = m - 1 and for any t? E E\Si let 
I I= i” , U(P). Let .‘P be the cokzrion of all these sets S( and S:,,. Since ctcarly 
c r’I < - fz c (:I, there exists a subset SOe 2E\Y with ISOl = m. Now let (E, tc(i) be 
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’ 
the corresponding independence system defined in (4) and R;,, an oracle for PC, as 
defined in (5) (with # replaced by {J. It is not hard to see (cf. the appendix) that 
I ‘ 






Moreover a subset S cr E is a basis of (E, fO) iff S = S, I or (ISI = m - : and 
S U(e) # SO for any e E E\S). Hence the algorithm A applied to the input 
(n, c, R;,) proceeds just as when applied to (n, c, R’), a nd we get a similar 
contradiction as in the proof of Theorem 2. q 
Now we want to consider the minimization problem o:)er a/ L independence system 
c(F) := c c(e) = Min! 
etzE 
subject to FE 9% 
Here (E, f’) is an independence system with E = { 1,2, . . . , n}, 93 is its system of 
bases, and c : E-R, is a weight function. Obviously the corresponding minimka- 
tion problem with 3 replaced by f is trivial because c is nonnegntive. 
We have shown in [8] that a modification of the greedy algorithm forh the 
minimization problem (6) can behave arbitrarily badly. Now we can explain this 
bad behaviour lby proving that there does not exi.;t any polynomi 31 algorithm A 
for problem (6) that uses an oracle & as input and that has a finite upper bound 
on the quotient c(A(n, c, f))/c (M(n, c, #‘)). 
Theomm 2.4. Let A be an approximative c!gnrithm for problem (6) that accepts as 
input a lcardina2’ity n, a weight function c and an oracie Q * 2E -{YES, NO} with X-3.
&(S) =: YES iff S E 9-I. If there exists any finite bound CY with 
c(A(n, c, 33))ex l c(M(n,c, 92)) (7, 
for any problem instance (n, c, 53) then., for some instance, A reqkcs O(2” “““I 
calls on its oracle. 
Proof. Suppose that, for any instance (n, c, 3 ). A calls tk oracle M, at most 
It is easy to see that Tkorem 2.4 can be: strengthened in the same way as 
Theorem 2.2 by admitting a more informative oracle. 
Ia [S] we proved that for an inlllependence system (E, +‘) which can be 
represent.& as the intersection of k matrWs (E, p), 1 G i G k, any solution G of 
(I) yielded by the greedy algorithm satisfies 
We conjecture that this lower bound is optimal in the same sense as the lower 
bound of Theorem 2.2 is optimal, i.e. that no polynomial aigo:&hxn using an 
lxacle R, can have a bettIer fol IT* bound th;!:rn l!k. 
Brotlwer’s well-known fbd-point th~~~rern states that any cor~iinuous function f 
frorm a closed n-cell C i.. :to i&f hals a fixed point, i.e. a point x0 E C with 
Since Scarf’s fun&mental work [I’L], many people have de:vised 
for approxnnately computing such a fixed poiilt, cf. the extensive 
ies i Eaves [6.] and Todd [MI AI1 these algorithms require two 
e~iy different kinds of L~fomtarion about the continwus function f : C+ 
C : 1.) the values of f for a finit.: set of llaiaf s x E C, and 2.1 a mapping E --, S(E) 
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It is a natural question TO ask if there exist. fixed -point algori.thms which may 
.e\i+lustte the function f for arbitrary points x E C but which do not use the 
correspotiding S-mapping nor any other property of f. We will show that such 
algorithms require arbitrarily many function evaluations. L,et tz 2 1 be an integer 
and I[ l II any norm on Rn. For a subset S E R” we define the diameter 
diam (S) : = sup I$ - Y 11 
JLy ES 
and the radius 
rad (S) : = inf sup\lx - ~11. 
XES yes 
If S is compact, “sup” ar,d “inf” can be replaced by “max” and “min” and 
there exists a point x0 \- t S, called a center of S, such that rad (S) = maxYEs /lx,-- yll. 
Now let C CR” be ;r closed n-cell, i.e. the image of the cube [0, I]” under a 
homeomorphic mapping 4 : Rn +Rn, and let 7’ be an infinite proper subs#e.t of C. 
We assume that C and 7’ are defined such that any algorithm can easil!l decide 
whether a point x belongs to these sets. For practical applications of fixed-poinit 
problems, C and T are usually n-dimensional intervals or simplices. Moreover :et 
E > 0 tie a fixed tolerance. Then for some continuous function f : C-+ C G’E: 
consider the following three problems which are to give a precise meaning, to tire 
problem of “approximately computing a fixed point”: 
Decide if T contains a fixed point of f. (3) 
Find a point x0 such that 11x0 - f(x,>ll =z E. 
Find a closed n-cell \Y with diam ( W) s E that 
contains a fixed point of f. 
(9 
(10) 
AS we assume that n, II 011, C, T”, and E are fixed, the input of all these problems 
consists only of a continuous function f : C -4. We consider algorithms solving 
these problems which accept as input an oracle R, : C+ C with A,(x) : = f(x), i.e. 
these algorithms can evaluate the function f for any argument x E C, hut they do 
not know any other property of f. Such an algorithm is called bounded if for an! 
“side information” n, II l 11, C, T, e there is ar?. integer m such that for any 
continuous function f : C ---*C’ the algorithm requires at most m calls on ias oracle: 
4. 
For readers who wish to think of oracle slgoritnms 3s special ‘Turing machines 
we car restrict our consideratior,.; 4s functions f which map C f I 
and algorithms that call their oracles only for points x E C n n ; here Q denotes 
the set of rational numbers. It is not hard to see that all our definitions, theorems, 
Suppse A is a? algofi$hm for (8). ,,4s T5 C, thqre is a point y f C\ T, Let 
& be the oracle with I$(%) : = y for 4jny 1:: EC. Since RY c0mputes a continuous 
function, A applied RI tb@ or:aqle & calis_ the oracle for a finite sqt of: p&s 
hr k, ‘ l l 9 x,), r 2 0, and then yields the c&put L E {YES, NO). As ‘I’ is i&mite, 
there exists a point .x0 E T\,{x,, . . . , x,) and a number 8 > 0 such ihat l\xo- xilla 8 
for 1 s i G r. Now WC define a function f : C+ C. For the sake of simplicity we 
assume that C is convex, Otherwise a suitable function can be constructed using 
Cbrollary 3.3 below. I[f L =YE& let 
f(x):= y for any n E C. 
if L = NQ, let 
fl x 1 .- { + lb 4 - k 0 -jj-(y-no) for xEC, /X-X+& 
Y for x 5 C, Ijx - x011 & 8. 
Obviously f is a continuous furzction from C into C. Let _F’, be an oracle 
compuGng f, then it ic8, easy to see that A applied to Rf proceeds in exactly the 
same way as when ap3fkd to && and in particular produeies the same output L. 
But L is the false answer to the problem (8): If L = k’ES then f(K) = y& T for any 
x i T, i.e. T does not contain a fixed point, and if L = NO then f(x,) = x0, i.e. T 
contains the fixed point x0. Thus A does not solve the problem. H 
In the proofs of the next theorr~~s we have tc construct similar continuous 
functions as in the last proof. As we giant o avoid the explicit construction and 
the proof of continuity, we Twill use 2 topological existence theorem, the well- 
known Tietze-Urysohn extension theorem (see e.g. Dieudonn6 [39. 
Tkeom &2 (Tiezze, Urysohn ,\,. Let E 5e a metric space7 S a closed subset of E, g 
a continuous bounded function $ S into K. Then there exists a continuous function 
f :E-+[in&.,S g(x), supxES g(xj 1 with fls = g. 
Since any cbsed n-4 is ho;:aeomorphic to the product ol’ n compact intervals, 
Theorrem 3.2 implies: 
33. Let Cl, G be tw6.J closed r+celZs, S a closed subset of Cl, g : S---9 C2 a 
~~~ti~~ous function. 77~1 there xists a c ontinuous function f : C, + C, with fis = g. 
siorr them=em giv XI in [3] shows that f g and the nom 11. il 
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map points of 8” into Q” then so does .:re continuous function ,T For E 2 rad (C) 
problem (9) is clearly trivial because the algorithm A that yield.: a center of C as 
ou@ut is a finite algorithm solving the problem. For E <rad (C) we get the 
followkg result : 
Tkwerm 3.4. L,et 0 c E C rad (C). Then there is /zo bounded algotithm for problem 
(9)* 
Proof. Suppose-A is a bounded algorithm for (9) and let m be a corresponding 
bound for the side information n, II-II, C, E. Then let R, bt: an oracle which for any 
x E C yklds a point y = R,(x) such that 11~: - yll> E. This is possible because 
E Grad (C). Let A be applied to R, and let x1, x2, . o . be the sequence of points 
for which A calls R,. As R, doe:, not compute a continuous function, *his 
sequence need not be finite. If the sequence is finite and has a largest index G m. 
then let r be this largest index and let x0 be the output produced by the algorithm. 
Qtherwisc let r = m and let x0 be an arbitrary point in C. For 0 G i s r let ).‘i be I he 
point thar R, assigns to Xi. 
Obviously, g : {x,, . . . , x,)+ C defined as g(Xi) := yi is a continuous functi0n 
from the closed subset {x,, . . . , x,} into C. Hence by Corollary 3.3 there exists a 
continuous function f : C+ C with f(xi) = yi, 0 G i =i r. 
By the definition of a bounded algorithm, A requires at most m calls on an 
oracle Rf computing f. Obviously A applied to .R, proceeds in the same way as 
when applied to R, and stops therefore also after at most m calls on the oracle. 
Hence x0 is the output produced for R, ad ako for Rf. But /x0 - f(x,,)ll I= I(x~,, - 
yOll > E, hence A is not a correct algorithm for pli-)blem (9). S 
Now we consider the problem (IO). If E ~diam (C), the problem is trivial and 
can be solved by the finite algorithm that produces the output C for any input 13,. 
Hence we can assume that E < diam (C). We have to distinguish between the two 
cases n =‘l and na2.. 
Theorem 5.5. Let n = 1 and E <diam (C). Any i Igorithm solving ( 10) requires at 
least [log, (diam (C)/E)] calls on its oracle &. 
Proof, As n = 1, the closed n-cell C is a camp; ct interval [a, b]. We define am 
oracle R : C-+ C which uses two pointers cy, p initialized as cy = a, p = h. For the 
input x E C, R proceeds as follows: If x <(a + p)/Z, it yields the output h ar.ti 
moreo;ler, if x > cy, it changes the left pointer cy = x. 
8n i he other hand, if x 3 (a! + @)/2, the output is a, and if x < 0, R sets CJ = .k* 
NOW suppose A is an algorithm solving ( 10) that calls its oracle less than 
m := [log, (diam (C)/r:)1 times. Consider A vrhen applied to the or~le K. I-tat 
X1,X2,‘.. ble the secluence of points for which .4 calls R and let CY,, p, I-K the 
values of the two pointers a, p after the ith pcrforma ct’ of R. If the \cqucarl(:c 
Xl, x2, * - ’ is finite and has a largest index <m ahcn let r be this largest index and 
ict W be the output, xwhichb is a coz pact interval of diameter GE. Otherwise set 
r = m - 1 and Ilet W lx an a-*bitrary ca jmpact interval with diam (W) 2~ E. From this 
d&&ion of r it folkws that 
2’-’ l dim (Cj> 2. (11) 
BY an ezmy Inductkm on i we have 
a,SazS* l *G&,4<&<* - l h::&GP1, (12) 
/&-4~2-i diam (C) WI 
for any i, 1 if i G r. As (11) :md (13) imply that ,P,. - cu,l> E, there exists an interval 
[c, d]E [a,, &fi W with c f d. 
Now let f: C-+C be the function (see Fig. 1) 
-L---i- f 
1 a C d 6 
Fig. 1 
f(x):= b I. - -z(b-a), &rc<d, 
Obviously f is a continuot 1s function from C into (3. By an induction on i it 
follows that A applied to a n oracle R, computing f proceeds in the same way as 
when applied to R. Assume this is true until the ith call on the oracle. Hence the 
oracle is called for Xi. But if xi C (q+ + &_,)/2, it follows from the definition of R 
and from (12) that xi G ai G cy, <cc, hence R and Rf produce the same output 
f(x, ) = 6. Analogously for xi : :: (q_1 -t pi_1)/2, both oracles prod.u.ce the output 
f(q) = a. As f is continua; IS, A ca?s !$ less than1 m times. Therefore also A 
applies to R stops after les? than rn calls on the oracle a!nd W is t!le output of A 
for both I$ and R. But obkxs~~ the only tied point of f is an element of [c, d] 
and W n [c, d] = $J. Therefore A does not solve the, problem (1C ). U 
The bound in Theorem X.5 is sharp in the following sense: 
Theorem 3.6. Let n = 1 lull’ F /- .diam (C). 7ken there is l:n dgm-irhm for (10) that 
requires jiog, kiiam (C)/E ,7 fmction evaluations, i.e. calls oru :R,. 
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Proof. C is a compact interval [a, b] and diam (e) = b - a. The algorithm com- 
putes a sequence of nested intervals [a, @] each of which contains a fixed poinr. 
We state it as an Algol program: 
a :=a; p := b; LENGTH:= b-u; 
wbiie (LENGTH> E) do begin 
x:=(a+@)/2; 
Y := I?+); 
if y>x then a :=x; 
else p:=x; 
LENGTH : = LENGTH/2; 
end; autpt [a, p1; 
end; 
As f maps [a, b] into [a, b], we have f(a) 3 la, f(b) s b. Hence at the end of each 
execution of the while-loop, f(a) 3 cy, f(P) < 0, thus a- f( (u) s 0 < p - f(p). By the 
intermediate value theorem, [(w, p] contains a fixed point of f. Since per execution 
of the wEIe-l:oop, one evaluation of f is required and the length of [a, p] is 
halved, the algorithm requires exactly [log, ((b - a)/&)1 function evaluations. II 
whereas for n = 1 problem (10) can be solved with a bounded number of calls 
on the oracle, there is no such algorithm for n a 2, at least for t: < rad (C). 
Thearem 3.7. Let n > 2 and E <rad (Q. Then there is no bounded algorithm for 
(10). 
Proof. Suppose A is a bounded algorithm for (10) and let m be a corresponc.ing 
bound for n, II-II, C, E. Let the oracle R,, the sequence x1, x2, . . . , znd the index r 
be as defined in the proof of Theorem 3.4. If A applied to R, produces an output, 
then call this output W, otherwise let W be an arbitrary closed n-cell of diameter 
+2. Let yi, 1 6 is r, be the points assigned to Xi by R, and let 
x’:=(~,,...,~~)nw, X2=(x,, . . .,x,)\W, 
Y' I= {yi 1 Xi E X'}, Y"=(Yi 1 Xi C X'l). 
Let g : X’ U Xl’+ Y’U Y” be de:fined by g(xi) = v,. As diam ( WP s F < /j_y, - y )!. it 
follows that Y’ n W = 0. As Y’ is finite, an easy topological proof shows that the -4: 
is a closed n-cell U that is a neighborhood of Y’ and satisfies U f7 W = $4. Sine:,: 
gl,p is continuous, from Corollary 3.3 there exists a continuous function f! : W- + 
U with f,lx# = gixl. But WU X” is a closed y:tk,et of C and tz : W U X”- c wif ‘1 
hl w :=f, and hi,..:= g(,.* is a continuous function. Hence by another application 
of Corollary 3.3, there is a continuous function f: C-+C with flu3 zc f, :in(i 
flxSp = gl,#*. In partic!ilar f~x~,xlP =L g, therefore algorithm A ;tppliccf to :tn ora~lc k, 
computing f procc eds just as WI icn appi led to Ii,. Just ah in ihc prcd._xPiCi”lirlg pr-oat\. 
this implies that W is the outpui: of A for both R, and R,. But as f(, = f,, f map< 
‘. 
1 1 
tq -see that g:.o t:!ke above pro_@& ‘could be, modified su& \ that ..thc ’ 
ng. signt#nuous fim :tious f ark+ .&&&ms frx$B C oatto 6=, Thk cm be 
ac&xed by dxmsiug a ST&~ c:losed ~+ce&~~ p&t 4@!ekecthg {x,, . . . Y or;) nor the 
ceil W of the last proa:f t<>geth_er with,, ;i. h&$estiorphism I# : C”+ 6 md by 
extem-hg # tp a rcontimous flmtik%Y dt&dd on C. 
Most tif the fixed-point alga rithms publisherrj in the literature ,(cf. f6] and [14]) 
are to mlve problem (911 aPrdl use ais input an “oracle’” (i% i subroutine) & 
~rnp~~ti~g & continuous fl.urctilc: n f : C . + C, a .to”rerance E %I, anc$ <ti &&&I+ 8 such 
!I& -~ll~~*Ib’(~*)-*-f(x-L II1 SCXE fcrr some cons&t LY. These &lgmihms can 
rally be proven to be fini%?, however also the trivial algorithm that enumer- 
all vectors in )C with rai:ional components until it finds a point x0 with 
x0--f (xn)il 6: E js finite for all con~n~~I furndions f an+ ,&e;su not require the 
k3K%3&dge. of 8. 0f course the’ p&tic&l : *rhputational rest&s&. the algorithms 
kmn in the literature ar 2 c Rtremely better than those of ihe above trivial 
algorithm, Bu$ to get a substa lti+ly better theoretical bound f,oi+ the comluta- 
tional errmpl~errity of these 2 lgcrithms, one shouId. be able ‘to show *hat such an 
algorithm rtxpires at most p(n! function evaluations where p is a polynomial and 
n the dimen&:)n of ‘the clos~cd cell C. IVe thiik that one could p&e with the 
general techniques u&d in tflis paper that such a polynomial al gotithm does not 
exist, i.e. that any algori!hrn Iwhich gets as input an oracle 4, a tolerance E- > 0, 
~Ptd a number 8&&~g tile property s’tated’above r quires exponentially ma:ly 
calls on its oracle. 14 proof oE this conjecture would probably be quite laborious 
because the additional kn#o\vl,edge of 6 reqliires a very complicated explicit 
construction of a suitable sarrtinuous function f. 
Let E ibe a jinifa: set, IEl = n, let 2 s m G n - 2, So a fixed subset with 
fo:=={I;CEII;=& or IFI < m). Then two distirzct incidence vectors 
:t 2’ I, xF7 are adjacent tlertkes of tk poZyhe&on P(E, PO) ifl 
IF,AF,r -2 I, lF,l<:nl, ;!‘;icm (j-4) 
<IT 
(17) 
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fiCMDf. “if”: Obviously F1, 1;; E po. Let F7, . . . , F, E p0 and 0 < CX,, . . . , CX, < 1 v&h 
.2 r 
c &IiX’ = T: OiXFI, i CL,! = f: CYi = 1 l 08) 
i= 1 i=3 i=l i=3 
It is enough to show that some Fi with i 3 3 is equal to Fl or to F,. At first, (18) 
implies that 
and 
Hence, if (14) holds the proposition is trivial. Now assume (15); because of (19) 
and F,UFz#SO we have IF+m -1 for 3d<r, and since IF,l=IFJ=m-1, 
(20) implies that I& I = m - 1 for 3 - 2 C *or. But as (FlAF21 = 2, there are only two 
sets r;i with I.&l = IF11 = IF21 = m - 1 and (3 9), namely F1 and F2. Finally assume 
(16) (which is analogous to (17)). If E # S,, for any i, 3 < i G r, then Ifi/ < m - 1 for 
3 G i < r. But lthis is a contradiction to (20) and ! FIJ = m, iiT21 = m - 1. It follows 
that some Fi, 3 G i G r, is equal to So = F,. 
“only if”: Suppose that all the conditions (14)--(17) arz false. To derive a 
contradiction it is obviously enough to find two sets I;;, F4 E ,I, which are pairwise 
different from F,, F, and which satisfy (xFl+xF2)/2 = (xFl-- x’d)/2. We have to 
distinguish between several cases: 
Case 1. F1 == So, IF21 < m - 1. 
Let edo--Fz, F3:= S,,--(e), F4:= F’&(e). 
Case 2. F2=S0, IF,l<m-1. 
Analogous to case 1. 
Case 3. F1, F2 f S,, IF&F21 > 2. 
If one of the two sets is contained in the other one, say F1 c: F2, let e E Fz - F,, 
F 3:=FIU{e}, F4:= F,-(e). Otherwise let eEF,--F?, fcr;,-F,, 
F 3:=F1-{e}U(f), F4:=Fz--(f)U{e). 
Case 4. Fl, F,fS,, IF~,AFJ=~, IFJ<rn-1 for some i~{1,2}. Let e.g. IF‘,& 
m - 1. If one of the two sets is contained in the other one, then Froceed as in case 
3. Otherwise let eE F2--F1, F3:= F, U(e), F4:= Fz---{e}. 
Case 5. F,, F2 # So, 1 F,AF2( = 2, jcl CJ jF2 = S,,. 
Let F3:=So, F4:=F,nF2_ 
;’ ,_ .’ ;:I’?: ‘ , :‘; (_.’ 
I, ‘; 
’ :,“” :: “I’ :: :“. “i : -’ ‘ ;, 
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